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We had so much positive feedback from our last set of Angels of Awakening
cards (in the October issue) that we knew you’d love another set! Here, find
out about your Angels of Awakening: Angelic Wishes cards

Daisy Foss, owner of the Daisy Centres in
London and Glastonbury, and her
photographer friend Laraine Krantz,

created the first Angels of Awakening: Love Life and
Creation cards and were only too pleased to put
together another deck, entitled Angels of Awakening:
Angelic Wishes, for this bumper January special. We
all love them here in the office, and hope you will
find their wisdom and guidance inspiring. 

“These cards are the angels’ gift to us to
simplify 36 spiritual laws,” says Daisy. “They are a
unique way to help us understand these laws as
lessons, and to use them all the time.”

It is now three years since Laraine took the
photographs for the book Angels of Awakening:
Lessons of Love, Life and Creation (upon which the
first cards were based). “We took so many images
at the time, we thought there would be some left
over for the second lot of cards but we were wrong!
The angels wanted us to use new images and they
said, ‘They are all around you, just look!’. I had to
laugh because they were absolutely right! I didn’t
realise quite how many angel statues have
accumulated in the Daisy Centres retreat in such a
short time.”

Daisy says she asks the angels for guidance
every day. She recalls her own dreams from a few
years ago: a big house in the country, a healing
retreat, to write books about her experiences, to
learn lessons from her past, and to see her guardian
angel. “All of these thoughts and desires sprung
from my enthusiasm for life, and I have managed to
create them all. I am always making lists: what to
do today, short-term goals and long-term plans. I
meditate on them, then empower the ideas until
they manifest. I live by the adage that I have to
have a dream for it to come true. I then make three
wishes and don’t tell anyone else; it’s between me
and the Angels of Awakening, who look after me,”
she says. 

But life wasn’t always so upbeat for Daisy.
“There have been many dark and sad times on my

journey. Before I knew how manifestation worked,
I’d often create negative situations. I would say, ‘I
can’t do it’, or, ‘It can’t get any worse!’. Of course, I
emphasised and empowered the statement by
repeating it over and over again until the worst did
happen! At one of the bleakest times in my life,
everything was going wrong and out of control, I
felt I was in hell. I asked the angels for help and
they said to me, ‘There is no such place as hell, just
chains of regret’. I realised they were right – it was
big chains of fear that were holding me in that
state. In this moment of hearing the inner voice
speak (that’s how I hear the angels) I made a
conscious decision not to regret another thing in
my life.”

Daisy also realised she was not doing what she
wanted to. “I was always pleasing others and giving
up too easily. I would allow wonderful
opportunities to pass me by and then regret it
afterwards. The swing of my emotions was so
overpowering and overwhelming.” 

She says the angels helped to release her from
these old patterns and to turn the thoughts around,
quite literally sometimes. “I would change, ‘I can’t
do that’ to, ‘Of course I can do it and I will!’,” she
recalls. 

But it wasn’t an overnight success story. “It took
time. I practised the spiritual laws and allowed
myself an angelic wish every hour, of every day, of
every week, of every month and of every year. Now
my default thinking has gone from, ‘I don’t believe
anything good can happen’ to, ‘I believe in myself
and the angels’.”

Daisy’s guide for
using your cards
1Find a quiet place and close your eyes.

Open your heart to invite the Angels of
Awakening to grant you your wishes

2Now, open your eyes and pick as many
cards as you feel is right for you today. It

may be a special one for the day, three to
provide guidance from the angels, or more

3The angels grant you these wishes. You
can fully embrace this state of

abundance; don’t limit yourself to just
three! Ask and you shall receive

Angels
of Awakening

Angelic Wishes
card deck

If you wish to order additional
Angelic Wishes card decks, packs

are priced £4.99. Stocks are
limited. See order form

opposite
.
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